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ABSTRACT fermion mass matrix which we assume are real for sim-
plicity. Note that the third generation fermion cou-

Universality violations (UV) in the decays of the plings explicitly depend on the quantum numbers of
Z would be a clear signal for new physics beyond the exotic fermions with which they mix with as well
the Standard Model (SM). We explore two scenarios as the angles 0L,R.

which lead to UV in Z decays which may be observable In case (ii), the corresponding couplings for ali ten-
at LEP/SLC and are easily distinguishable from each erations are given by (cw -fficos0w)
other. For simplicity, we concentrate on the leptonic

decay modes of the Z and discuss present and future _1 = OSMcos _ + Asin _ (cw/2_') ,
limits on these two models, (2)

aI - asMcos_+Asin_b(cw/2V_ ,

Although existing data is consistent with the univer- where yam (asM) is the usual axial vector coupling in
sality of couplings for these genertions, it is quite clear the SM as given in Eq. (l) with _ being the Z-Z'
that UV must show up at some level, even in the SM, mixing angle and A = 1 (-2) for the first two (third)
since whatever physics generates the fermion mass vi- generation. Note that ali of the fermions have their
olates universality. However, UV in the SM are quite couplings modified in this scenario unlike in case ii).
small since they originate at the one-loop level, e.g.,
the widths for r(z .--, bb) and r(z -.. dd) differ by a

to .... I .... I .... l'''_'l ....
term of order _ (m_/M_v). There are, however, sce-
nariosin which there are tree-level UV, two of which

we consider here:(i) "exotic" fermionsexist which mix 10 - .......''_
preferentially with the third generation (since it's the
heaviest) and alter its couplings. "Exotic" fermions
could be mirror fermions[l] (M), vector-like isodou-
biers (VD) or isosinglets (VS) a_occur in E6 models[2], _ o
or even be in isotriplets[3] (T). (ii) A Z _ could exist _
which couples differently to the third generation than -10
it does to the first two and mixes with the SM neu-
tral gauge bosons, e.g., the model of Kuo[4]. In both
these scenarios, UV only occurs for the third tenet- -to .... I ,... I .... I ..... I ....
ation, i.e., couplings of the first two generations still o o.o6 o.i , o.,s oa o_
satisfy universality at tree-level.

Fig. 1: Shift in the partial width forZ -, r_ (SFT) as a
In case ii), the Z boson couplings of the third gen- fHnctionof a arising from_'-exoticmixingfor VS (dash-

eration are given by (zw - sin_0w) dotted), VD (dashed), M (solid), T idotted) exotics.
2 R

(1) In comparing these scenarios, v:.°. limit ourselves to

aI (T_)-I-s_(T_F T_)-s2T R the case of leptons with e-p universality assumed.= - a 31, From LEP, we know £e,_ - 83.8 4-0.8 MeV and Fr =
where the quantity in the first parenthesis is the usual 83.2 :i:1.5 MEV[5]which is consistent with universality
SM value, TL_R is the third component of isospin ibr within the errors; the SM predicts Fe - F_ - 1.0023FT
the exotic fermion, and s_,R - sin2 0L,,Rwith 0L,R due to the finite _"mass. Figure 1 shows the shift in
being the mixing angles needed to diagonalize the Fr due to mixing with sn exotic fermionwith 01,= 0a
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(i.e., st, = 8R = s) and we see that at the 950£ CL, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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b_)/r(z --, hadrons)obtained at LEP[5] is somewhat
lower than expected but the errors are still large. In
scenario (ii) with the restriction kb] _ 0.01, the value of

r(z -., hb) may go up or dowr. by as much as 10 MeV
and the values for the partial widths r(z --, dd, 65)

are also changed by about half this amount.

In the near future, bounds on UV from width mea-
surements alone should improve by approximately a

factor of 2. However, measurements of polarization
and forward-backward asymmetries will even further
constrain models with tree-level UV. Generally, polar-
ization measurements are found to yield the greatest

sensitivity. In case (ii), a value of I_1 -_ 0.01 shifts
the forward-backward asymmetry for e+e - ---, p+p-

(r polarization asymmetry) by __4-0.01 (4-0.03) which
should be easily measured. UV could be observed or,
at least, extremely constrained by e+e - collider mea-
surements.
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